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Abstract

In 2020, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic caused major limitations for any aspect of
social life and in specific for all events that require a gathering of people. While most
events of this kind can be postponed or cancelled, democratic elections are key elements
of any democratic regime and should be upheld if at all possible. Consequently, proper
planning is required to establish the highest possible level of safety to both voters and
scrutineers. In this paper, we present the novel and innovative way how the municipal
council and district council elections in Vienna were planned and conducted using an
discrete event simulation model. Key target of this process was to avoid queues in front
of polling stations to reduce the risk of related infection clusters. In cooperation with a
hygiene expert, we defined necessary precautions that should be met during the election
in order to avoid the spread of COVID-19. In a next step, a simulation model was
established and parametrized and validated using data from previous elections.
Furthermore, the planned conditions were simulated to see whether excessive queues in
front of any polling stations could form, as these could on the one hand act as an
infection herd, and on the other hand, turn voters away. Our simulation identified some
polling stations where long queues could emerge. However, splitting up these electoral
branches resulted in a smooth election across all of Vienna. Looking back, the election
did not lead to a significant increase of COVID-19 incidences. Therefore, it can be
concluded that careful planning led to a safe election, despite the pandemic.

Author summary

Why was this study done?

• The ongoing COVID-19-Pandemic poses a risk for elections, as these could lead to
another spread of the disease.

• Additional hygiene measures, which are inevitable if the election is conducted,
could lead to long queues in front of the polling stations on election day.

What did the researchers do and find?
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• We describe the defined additional hygiene measures.

• We modeled the whole election process, including the new hygiene concept, to
show where extensive queues could form on the election day.

• We show that thanks to the additional hygiene measures, the election actually did
not cause a temporary upswing of the epidemic.

What do these findings mean?

• Thanks to careful planning, it is possible to safely hold an election during such a
pandemic.

• Our simulation contributed to a safe and smooth election.

• However, it should be stated, that these findings hold for elections in Austria,
where long queues in front of polling stations are comparably rare and short.

Introduction 1

In 2020, the COVID-19-Pandemic affected almost every area of daily life, including 2

elections. On the one hand, elections necessarily cause a gathering of people, on the 3

other hand, elections are an essential part of vital democratic societies and are not 4

easily canceled or postponed. Consequently, proper planning is required to enable the 5

election process, provide the highest possible level of safety to all participants, and to 6

avoid that the election stokes the spread of the disease. 7

In Vienna, the municipal council and district council elections were scheduled for 8

October 11th 2020. By this time, SARS-CoV-2 case numbers in Austria, especially in 9

Vienna, were on the rise and the risk of infections was high [1]. So the planning 10

committee consulted modeling and simulation experts to help them increasing the level 11

of safety to voters and scrutineers. The key question of the planning process was how to 12

avoid the development of long waiting queues in front of the polling stations, since these 13

may potentially lead to infection clusters. 14

It must be stated, that, compared to other countries, waiting queues in front of 15

polling stations are usually comparably rare and short in Austria. Unfortunately, to the 16

authors’ knowledge, there is no data on polling queues as of now. Nevertheless, in 2017, 17

when national elections took place in Austria, an article in the ”Wiener Zeitung” 18

(”Vienna newspaper”) stated that ”there was even a short wait in front of the cabins at 19

11 a.m.”, indicating that usually there are hardly any waiting queues in Austria [2]. 20

This is a desirable condition which should be preserved, in particular thinking about 21

infection risks in queues. Yet, since additional hygienic measures, which might slow 22

down the voting process, were required for the election in October, election planners 23

were afraid that it might be different this time. 24

To ensure that the hygiene measures don’t cause long waiting queues, a discrete 25

event simulation (DES) model was developed to simulate the voting process including 26

the hygiene concept in each electoral branch. Thus, possible problematic districts could 27

be identified, so that additional measures like additional voting booths for these 28

districts could be applied. 29

In this work we show how this DES model contributes to enabling safe election 30

processes in times of epidemics. The primary objective of this work is to describe the 31

model in detail, to explain its parametrization and validation process and to describe 32

how it detects potential bottlenecks in an election process with respect to emergence of 33

long queues. As a secondary objective, we reevaluate the municipal council and district 34

council elections in Vienna in Fall 2020 which have been planned using the simulation 35
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tool and identify the benefits of the usage of the model. The aim of this work is to 36

demonstrate how modelling and simulation can help optimizing election processes with 37

respect to avoiding queues and consequently also avoiding infection clusters in epidemic 38

situations. The paper is intended to report a full country-level experience with a 39

particular event, namely the municipal council and district council elections in Vienna. 40

Yet, we consider it of interest for all democracies, especially facing the COVID-19 41

pandemic. 42

Materials and methods 43

This section describes the COVID-related methodological background, followed by a 44

description of the boundary conditions and a comparison to an already developed 45

agent-based COVID-19 epidemic model. Finally, the last subsection deals with the 46

details of the discrete event model. 47

Based on early works on agent-based modelling [3], we described the importance of 48

the detection of temporal and spatial evolution of epidemics. The effectiveness of the 49

method for decision support was described in [4]. In January 2020 our group developed 50

an agent-based COVID-19 epidemic model [5, 6], which is still in heavy use for 51

counseling of political decision makers in Austria [7]. The present question revealed an 52

interesting new chance for us. While the epidemic model concentrates on the overall 53

spread of the disease throughout the Austrian population, it models the places where 54

infections take place, like households, schools, work places, or leisure facilities as chance 55

encounters. This is of course necessary due to the much larger population size. The 56

COVID-19 model analyses the spread of the disease for the whole Austrian population, 57

and therefore uses nearly 9 million agents. In contrast, there were about 1.4 million 58

people eligible to vote at the present elections, from which we expected 30 - 60 % to 59

turn up at polling stations and the rest to use postal votes or not to vote at all. 60

Moreover, the COVID-19 model investigates a much longer time frame. It predicts the 61

spread of the virus over a time frame ranging from several weeks to months, while the 62

election takes place over the course of 10 hours. The concise character of the presented 63

problem enabled us to model the election process in more detail. 64

Additional hygiene measures due to COVID-19 65

Vienna consists of 23 districts, which are split up into 1456 voting districts (at the time 66

of the elections 2020). Each voting district contains a polling station with an average 67

number of 937 persons being entitled to vote. [8] These voting districts are visualized in 68

Figure 1, colored by the number of persons entitled to vote. 69

The planning process for the municipal council and district council elections in 70

October 2020 started in June and at this time, the further course of the COVID-19 71

pandemic was not clear. While the number of cases was rather low in June, the actual 72

number was hard to predict, and a higher number of cases was to be expected for 73

October. Furthermore, at that time, COVID-19 tests were not yet available for 74

everyone, but rather only for those persons with symptoms. Therefore, simply testing 75

the persons entitled to vote before they enter the polling booth, as we would do it now 76

with the ”green pass”, was not possible. To be prepared for every scenario, different 77

hygiene measures were developed in collaboration with hygiene experts, as elections 78

usually would bear an infection risk. These measures could come into effect depending 79

on the number of COVID-19 cases active during the election. These concepts affected 80

every task during the election, including the training of election personnel, the setup of 81

polling stations, and the counting process. To minimize the risk of election-caused 82

COVID-19 clusters, external measures such as more dates for training, more allocated 83
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time for the setup and more rooms and personnel for the counting were applied. It was 84

agreed that these measures would suffice for these contexts. 85
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Fig 1. Map of Vienna, indicating the polling districts and the number of people
entitled to vote in each district. Each polling district has exactly one polling station.
The source of the geojson file can be found in [9].

The assessment of measures of the actual voting process is more complex, as it not 86

only involves the voting personnel, which can be trained, but also the voters, whose 87

number is not known in advance. While the adherence to the measures within polling 88

stations can be monitored by the staff, a problem lies in the emerging queues. 89

Most hygiene measures that were developed for everyday life (like providing hand 90

sanitizer, keeping distance and wearing a face mask) could be applied to the election 91

too. Furthermore, the election workers didn’t only wear a face mask, but also a face 92

shield. However, each voter needs to be identified before casting the vote, and this 93

contradicts with wearing a face mask during the whole process. In order to identify the 94

voters without putting anyone at risk to be infected with COVID-19, two possible 95

hygiene strategies were defined (see also [10]): 96

• Strategy A: Each voter is asked to maintain a safety distance to the election 97

workers, take off their face mask in order to be identified, and to put it right back 98

on afterwards. 99

• Strategy B: Each voter is asked to go into a perspex booth, take off the mask 100

there, wait to be identified, put the mask back on and leave the perspex booth. 101

It goes without saying that hygiene strategy B is safer than A, but also takes more time. 102

Clearly, both of the defined hygiene strategies might cause long queues in front of 103

the polling station, as due to them, the voting process will take longer in total. Counter 104

measures could be applied, if potential bottlenecks are known upfront. 105

If only few problematic polling stations were to be identified, one could think about 106

applying additional measures to these stations directly, like offering an additional 107

polling booth. Also merging or splitting of voting districts is possible. 108
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Therefore, modeling and simulating the voting process and estimating the length of 109

the queue for each voting district before the actual election takes place was deemed to 110

be of great importance. 111

Boundary conditions and comparison 112

Answering the key question of the planning process, namely how to avoid the 113

development of long waiting queues in front of the polling stations, with the help of a 114

simulation model requires to define the observed system’s borders — a task which in 115

this case proves quite challenging. In principle, there are two possibilities to tackle the 116

problem: First, the task can be analyzed from a microscopic point of view regarding all 117

processes within one single polling station. In this process, we need to analyze and 118

reduce the risk of infection in a single building. Second, the problem can be regarded on 119

a macroscopic level, considering the election process in the whole city and all 120

interactions involved. 121

Clearly, the microscopic point of view would neglect the pandemic nature of the 122

phenomenon. Since these elections are taking place in an urban area with a 123

heterogeneous population (in terms of population density as well as demographic 124

features – which means different infection risks) at several hundred polling stations, the 125

macroscopic perspective is hard to neglect. 126

As the election takes place in a very limited time-frame only, i.e. the 10 hours during 127

which the polling stations are open, it was possible to decouple these perspectives and 128

we subsequently split the problem into two: the socio-demographic aspect which assesses 129

the general epidemic situation for the Vienna metropolitan area and the logistical aspect 130

which deals with the local risks of infection at the polling stations. 131

With the former being not only harder to control (until today, policy makers are 132

struggling with getting a grip on the epidemic) but also much slower to affect, we chose 133

to incorporate it as a ”prognosis of boundary conditions” within which the logistic part 134

of the problem had to be solved. 135

Modeling and analyzing the queuing times for the election, the natural choice of 136

modeling approach is a discrete event based queuing system, where the voters are the 137

entities that run through a system of servers and queues that represent the different 138

stations during the voting process. While a more detailed model using agents and their 139

individual (locally optimal) paths would have been possible (see for example [11,12] or 140

also [13,14]), an agent-based approach was deemed too detailed because of the 141

sequential nature of the voting system, as there is no prioritization within the waiting 142

voters and always the first in the queue is the next to vote (i.e. there is no overtaking, 143

and therefore the individual paths of the voters are not that important). 144

The queuing system is typically analyzed either with classical steady state analysis 145

or with stochastic simulation. However, considering steady state analysis, the system 146

doesn’t fulfill all conditions, that are required to yield reasonable results (see also 147

discussion). Therefore, the system is analyzed using stochastic simulation. 148

Discrete event model 149

The following section deals with the implementation of the discrete event model. First, 150

an overview over the model is provided. Next, the implemented scenarios and the 151

calibration process are described. Finally, a dashboard is shortly introduced which 152

visualizes the simulation results and helps with the decision making process. 153
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Simulation Model & Implementation 154

Our discrete event simulation model (DES) can be considered as the interface between 155

epidemiology, which is the reason for our research, and logistic, which is the solution. In 156

the following, we give a short introduction into the modeling process and conclude with 157

a reproducible model definition and some important details about its implementation. 158

Process Description and Modelling. Considering the different strategies of 159

hygiene measures and assessing their impact on waiting times and queues, it was 160

necessary to extend the established models. While the hygiene measures A (taking off 161

the mask for identification with safety distance) and B (taking of the mask for 162

identification in a perspex booth) mainly affect the service times for the different voting 163

processes, the need of social distancing and the limitation of voters allowed inside the 164

polling station at any given time revealed a new challenge. After entering the polling 165

room, the voters must identify themselves at the electoral commission and collect their 166

ballot card. They then proceed to the polling booth. Thereafter, they deposit their 167

ballot card at the electoral commission before leaving the polling room. Since the 168

overall process essentially consists of different points in the building where people queue 169

in line, the simulation model was defined as classic tandem server-queue model. 170

As most polling stations are located in schools or other public buildings and the used 171

rooms often only have one entrance/exit, where voters can get in and out, they block 172

each other while entering and exiting. Additionally, while under normal circumstances it 173

would be possible for voters to deposit their ballot card while another voter is identified 174

at the commission, due to distancing rules voters have to wait at the entrance until one 175

of the previous voters leaves the room and may have to wait for the completion of the 176

identifying process of another voter until they can hand over their ballot card. These 177

facts were taken into account by adding another two server-queues to the model that 178

represent the entrance and exit of the building. Since the servers use joint resources, the 179

entrance and the exit, and the electoral commission and the ballot box are linked to one 180

joint resource pool, respectively. 181

Moreover, different polling stations show different properties due to the different 182

demographic and socioeconomic features of the voting population. First, elderly persons 183

are often linked to reduced mobility. Hence their voting process takes more time. 184

Secondly, voter preparedness is typically different in different regions. For example, if a 185

voter brings their voting information, they are found faster in the system and therefore 186

the identification is faster. Third, in some regions voters are more likely to use the 187

option of preferential voting, which takes more time. To depict these features, the 188

tandem server queue is designed to use parametric entities. 189

Model definition. The model is designed as a classic DES model using parametric 190

entities. The entities represent voters and are assigned the following three 191

boolean-valued attributes and an age: 192

• LM : true, iff the represented voter has limited mobility; 193

• V I: true, iff the represented voter brings their voting information; 194

• PV : true, iff the represented voter uses preferential voting. 195

• AGE: The age of the voter, depending on the age distribution of the polling 196

station’s district. 197

Furthermore, we regard the following properties of the overall polling station: 198

• N : Total number of people entitled to vote in this polling station. 199
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• age: The age distribution in the polling station’s district. 200

• prob: The probability distribution, by which time voters arrive at the polling 201

station. 202

• HALL: true, iff the polling station is specified as hall-type in contrast to 203

room-type polling stations. Hall-type polling stations present longer walking 204

distances within the station. 205

• n: The number of polling booths: Generally, two if N < 1000, three otherwise. 206

The first three properties are used for initialization of the entities, the latter two 207

influence the speed of the voting process. Furthermore, the service times depend on 208

which hygiene scenario is applied, either none, SA (Scenario A, no perspex booth) or SB 209

(Scenario B, with perspex booth). 210

In Figure 2 the tandem server queue representing the voting process is shown. The 211

model consists of the five servers, Entrance (E1) and (E2), Electoral Commission (C1) 212

and (C2), and Voting Booths (B = {B1, . . . , Bn}). Server B is a standard multi-server 213

with one queue (QB). Server C1 and C2 are single servers that share the same resource 214

RC. To ensure that voters are not blocked on their way out, C2 has prioritized access to 215

RC compared to C1. That means, that waiting entities in QC1 are only served, if QC2 216

is empty. 217

Servers E1 and E2 also share the same resource RE whereas E2 is prioritized. Server 218

E1 has two additional guard functions: Entities queuing in QE1 are only served if (a) 219

the total number of entities in the system except from queue QE1 itself, is smaller than 220

a fixed upper limit, and (b) the resource RC is idle. 221

All five queues are designed as FIFO queues without capacity limit. 222

The service times of the five servers are stochastic, and can be written as µ+X, 223

whereas X ∼ Exp(λ). Here, λ (which we specify as the mean value of the exponential 224

distribution) depends on the server, while µ depends on the server, properties of the 225

processed entity, and specific properties of the polling station. All service times and 226

their dependence on different properties are summarized in Table 1. µ calculates strictly 227

from left to right (no order of operations), with base value µbase. The rightmost column 228

shows the mean value parameter λ of the specific server. 229

Server µbase HALL LM ¬V I PV SA SB λ

E1 3s +2s ×2 2s
C1 10s +15s +7s +10s 8s
B1 . . . Bn 30s +15s +30s 30s
C2 3s +5s 2s
E2 3s +2s ×2 2s

Table 1. Service times of all five servers in the model

Initialization. All N entities arrive at QE1 based on upfront calculated arrival times. 230

These are drawn randomly from the distribution prob. The distribution function is 231

considered piecewise constant, Table 2 presents the probabilities per hour. As soon as 232

an entity arrives in the queue, it is assigned a random age, based on the given age 233

distribution age. Furthermore, the properties LM , V I and PV are specified with 234

certain probabilities: 235

• P (LM = true|AGE < 65) = 0.136, 236

• P (LM = true|AGE ≥ 65) = 0.336, 237
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Fig 2. Depiction of the tandem server queue model for voter flow with servers Entrance
(E1 and E2), Electoral Commission (C1 and C2), and Voting Booths (B1, ..., Bn), their
respective queues, and the two shared resource pools RE and RC.

• P (V I = true) = 0.67, 238

• P (PV = true) = 0.1. 239

hour 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12
p 0.06682 0.06682 0.06682 0.13471 0.13471

hour 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17
p 0.13075 0.13075 0.07976 0.07976 0.10910

Table 2. Probabilities prob of voter arrival per hour

Implementation. The model was implemented in a self-developed, Java-based 240

framework for agent-based and discrete event models called ABT [15]. 241

Calibration and validation 242

As encouraged in the literature, and in order to derive useful recommendations for 243

actions, we made substantial efforts to calibrate the model as well as possible, i.e. to set 244

the parameters reasonably. 245

The parameters for the arrival times of the voters are chosen according to the arrival 246

times of past elections [16,17]. The age distribution for the district of each polling 247

station is drawn from statistical data [18,19]. The amount of voters bringing their 248

voting information and using preferential voting corresponds to 67% and 10%, 249

respectively, according to the experts from the Municipal Department 62, which is 250

responsible for elections. 251

The times each voter needs at each place in a polling station (to walk to the 252

electoral commission, to be identified, to vote) are drawn from an exponential 253

distribution. The parameters of these distributions were initially estimated by election 254

workers of past elections. Afterwards, these estimations were calibrated assuming a 255

voter turnout of 75% with 250 000 postal voters, voters with limited mobility according 256

to prevalence and no hygiene strategy. This scenario corresponds approximately to the 257

conditions during the last election in Austria, which was the national council election in 258

2019. Within this scenario, the parameters were carefully adjusted using a bisection 259

algorithm, until the simulation yielded reasonable waiting queues. However, as data 260

from queues have not been measured so far, ”reasonable waiting queues” were in fact 261

hard to quantify; the Municipal Department 62 could not provide any data on this, 262
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either. But due to their experience, they stated that the longest queue forming in front 263

of a polling station during the election day never exceeded 15 persons. Therefore, we 264

looked for a parametrization of the model such that the longest queue was lower or 265

equal to 15 in every polling station. 266

Via the bisection algorithm, we found a calibration which yielded maximum queues 267

of 15 people or less in 1439 of the 1456 voting districts (i.e., 98.70%). In the remaining 268

17 stations, however, extensive queues of up to 132 persons would emerge, which clearly 269

made a closer inspection of these stations with the Municipal Department 62 necessary. 270

This inspection showed that these stations were already known as potential risk stations 271

and were thus under observation. These stations, for example, belong to districts with 272

care homes; therefore, the average age is comparatively high, and the voters need 273

accordingly long to vote in the simulation. In reality, care homes offer almost 274

exclusively postal voting, which is why these stations are actually no risk stations. The 275

other stations belong to known big voting districts, and were already planned to be split 276

up into two smaller voting districts. As these stations were already under observation, 277

we excluded them from the further analysis. 278

Via careful inspection from the planning experts using the implemented dashboard 279

(see below), the model passed general face validity tests. Since the model properly 280

displayed already known bottlenecks of a standard election process without additional 281

hygiene measures, the simulation model achieved a certain level of quantitative validity 282

as well. Note, that there is no data about queue lengths of previous elections available 283

that would allow a more detailed validation process. 284

Scenarios 285

The model allows the simulation of several scenarios and strategies. First, the amount of 286

voters and the number of postal voters were varied, as well as the amount of people with 287

limited mobility and the number of additional polling booths. Additionally, the different 288

hygiene strategies were simulated. Table 3 provides an overview over the varied values. 289

Parameter Values
Voter turnout 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%
Number of postal votes 250 000, 300 000, 350 000, 400 000,

450 000, 500 000
Voters with limited mobility According to prevalence, under prevalence,

above prevalence
Hygiene Strategy No strategy, strategy A, strategy B
Additional polling booths 0, 1, 2

Table 3. Scenarios covered by our simulation

To smooth statistical effects, the mean of 5 simulation runs was considered. All 290

possible parameter combinations have been simulated. However, in order to 291

demonstrate the impact of the single parameters on the queues, only one parameter has 292

been varied at a time, to create the plot of Figure 3. Based on the above mentioned 293

baseline scenario, each of the parameters has been varied, and the longest queue, that 294

appears throughout the day in one of the polling stations in each district, has been 295

calculated. Considering these results, the following observations can be made: 296

• The number of people appearing at the polling stations has a crucial impact on 297

the queues. From a democratic point of view, a high voter turnout is generally 298

desirable, but the number of postal voters can be increased. For example, having 299

300 000 instead of 250 000 postal voters reduces the maximum emerging queue in 300

some districts by half. Thus, using postal votes should be further encouraged. 301
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• The amount of voters with limited mobility has hardly any impact on the queue 302

lengths. Therefore, in the following analysis, only ”limited mobility according to 303

prevalence” will be considered. 304

• The difference from ”no hygiene strategy” to ”hygiene strategy A” is larger than 305

the difference from ”hygiene strategy A” to ”hygiene strategy B”. Seeing this, 306

hygiene strategy B should be preferred, as it is safer without having that much 307

impact on the waiting queues. 308

• It happens, when comparing two scenarios, that the maximum queue is longer in a 309

scenario, where a shorter queue would have been excepted, or vice versa. For 310

example, considering the maximum queues for different values of limited mobility, 311

the maximum queues are not necessarily increasing with increasing limited 312

mobility. This happens especially in smaller districts, due to random fluctuation. 313
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Fig 3. Impact of different voter turnouts, postal voters, limited mobility (LM) and
hygiene scenarios on the maximum queue in each district in Vienna. The baseline uses a
voter turnout of 75%, 250 000 postal votes, limited mobility according to prevalence and
no additional hygienic measures.

Dashboard 314

In order to visualize the scenarios and thus, to improve the decision making process, a 315

dashboard containing the simulation results was implemented. In this dashboard, it is 316

possible to set a scenario according to the values shown in Table 3. As measure of 317

interest, for each scenario and for each district, the longest queue forming at one point 318

of the election day in front of the polling station was chosen. These values are visualized 319

in a choropleth map of Vienna, in order to identify polling stations with a need for 320

action, see also Figure 4. 321
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Fig 4. Simulated waiting queues by the model. Left: Baseline Scenario (17 risk
stations), Right: Hygiene strategy B added to baseline (351 risk stations). For the sake
of visibility, the darkest color was chosen for all districts that have a maximum queue of
100 persons or more. The source of the geojson file can be found in [9].

Results 322

Considering the goal of the analysis, there are two kinds of results that can be 323

considered: queue lengths, meaning both simulated results from our model and reported 324

waiting queues at the election day, and SARS-CoV-2 infection numbers, measured a few 325

days after the election. 326

Model results 327

Together with the Municipal Department 62, the following baseline election scenario 328

was defined for the upcoming election: A voter turnout of 70%, 300 000 postal votes, 329

voters with limited mobility according to prevalence and hygiene strategy B. Based on 330

this election scenario, the voter turnout and the amount of postal voters has again been 331

varied, as can be seen in Figure 5. It still holds for this scenario, that the maximum 332

queues are crucially influenced by these parameters, and that postal voting should be 333

encouraged. 334

For these assumptions, our model identified 41 polling stations as potential risk 335

stations, meaning that in front of these stations queues of 15 people or more could 336

emerge. 17 of these stations (actually almost the top 17), however, correspond to the 337

already mentioned known stations that are treated separately. Therefore, these stations 338

are excluded from the following investigations. 339

This left 24 new potential risk stations, all of which have comparatively many people 340

entitled to vote. Based on this, two new simulations were run, with one and two 341

additional polling booths in each polling station, respectively. The simulation runs 342

showed, that additional voting booths in these stations don’t alleviate the queues 343

sufficiently (i.e. maximum queues of 15 persons or less), as it can also be seen in Figure 344

5. This can be explained with the actual bottleneck of the election being the entrance, 345

not the voting process itself. At the entrance sits the election commission. This is a 346
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Fig 5. Impact of different voter turnouts, postal voters and additional polling booths
on the length of the maximal queue in each district in Vienna, neglecting the already
known risk stations.

group of local politicians and volunteers, that look over the whole election process. At a 347

time, only one voter can enter the voting station, as they keep all members of the 348

election commission busy. Plus, entering is the only part of the election whose duration 349

is extended due to the hygienic measures, as they lead to prolonged ID checking. Two 350

additional voting boxes hardly had any impact. 351

Splitting up a polling station into two stations, on the other hand, results in less 352

people being entitled to vote in the respective station, and thus, in shorter waiting 353

queues. Therefore, the Municipal Department 62 decided to split up some of the risk 354

stations. In total 32 polling stations were split up into two stations. 355

Actual election participation results 356

Unfortunately, our attempts to gather queue length data for proper reevaluation of the 357

model results were not successful for different administrative and data privacy reasons. 358

The complete absence of negative news about crowded polling booths – in particular 359

in times in which almost any mass gathering of persons causes a COVID-19–news 360

headliner – suggests that there were actually no gatherings. However, of course this 361

does not prove that there were no gatherings, nor whether it was actually the 362

combination of the strategies that has successfully prevented crowding. 363

Of the 1 362 789 people that were eligible to vote, 786 777 people cast their vote, 364

yielding a voting turnout of 57.73%. The turnout is significantly lower than in 2015, 365

having a turnout of 65.79%. This might not only be explained by COVID-19, but also 366

by some domestic affairs. Of all voters, 339 445 (43.14%) used postal votes. This is a 367

comparably high number, as in 2015, only 159 226 voters (12.00%) used postal voting [8]. 368

Reported COVID-19 case numbers 369

Still, 447 332 persons voted in person, bearing an increased infection risk for the election 370

day. Indeed, infection numbers in Austria strongly increased by the middle of October, 371
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Fig 6. Incidences in Austria and in each federal state before and after the election date
according to official data [1]. The vertical line denotes the election day.

which coincides with the days after the election. However, a closer inspection of the 372

incidences in the single federal states shows, that the incidences in Vienna were 373

comparably low; actually, incidences in Vienna were the only descending ones in 374

Austria, see also Figure 6. While the election can not be held responsible for the 375

decreasing numbers in Vienna, it can at least be stated, that it has not contributed to 376

an increase of incidences. [1] In order to fully evaluate the impact of the election on the 377

incidences, a more thorough analysis would be required, e.g. like it was done in [20]. 378

This kind of analysis, however, was beyond the scope of this work. 379

Discussion and conclusion 380

Our work shows that the usage of our discrete event simulation model can help to point 381

out polling stations where long queues in urban elections could develop. In combination 382

with proper hygiene concepts, it contributes to allow safe elections even in times of 383

epidemics. However, it is important not to underestimate the risks that occur from the 384

pandemic, and to take appropriate precautions. 385

The decision to model the voting process as a queuing model corresponds to the 386

findings of the available literature on this topic. The question of how to model the 387

voting process and analyze the queue lengths during this process was predominantly 388

investigated in the US [21–29] but also in other countries like Nigeria [30] or Hong 389

Kong [31]. Most of these papers, especially the ones from the US, focus on the optimal 390

distribution of voting machines. This is due to the widespread use of such machines in 391

that country. Hence, the scarcity of these resources presents the biggest bottleneck 392

during the US voting process. Additionally, different waiting times in different voting 393

precincts are a major problem. Other papers [28,30,31] are more concerned on 394

optimizing the actual voting process by providing more resources such as voting booths 395

or identification desks. Big differences between the models are mainly due to varying 396

voting processes, for example in Nigeria the overall process is split into two phases, 397

where the voters have to get accredited in the morning and the actual vote is performed 398

in the afternoon. Technologically, the queuing system is typically analyzed in one of two 399

ways. The first approach is classical steady state analysis [24,28], but using steady state 400

analysis creates a number of problems and inaccuracies for the analysis: 401
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• Using steady state analysis requires the system to be in a steady state. Due to the 402

relatively short voting time, it is not always possible to ensure that the system 403

even reaches this state. 404

• If the arrival rate is greater than the servicing rate of the system, the queues 405

become unbounded, and therefore a steady state can never be reached. 406

• Queuing systems base their analysis on arrival rates and service times that are 407

randomly distributed, but the underlying distribution cannot change over time. 408

This restriction is particularly limiting for the consideration of voting processes, as 409

the arrival rates are typically dependent on the time of day, and the actual voting 410

times depend heavily on the type of voter. For example, disabilities lead to higher 411

voting times, but also voters that use preferential voting take longer than voters 412

who only vote for a political party. 413

These problems show that steady state analysis is not a feasible method for studying 414

voting processes, which is acknowledged in most of the literature. The second approach 415

for analyzing queuing systems is stochastic simulation, which is also the preferred 416

method in most of literature [21, 23,25–27,30,31]. This ansatz enables not only a more 417

detailed stochastic analysis, but also the possibility to vary parameters over time and 418

describe voters with different time requirements. Basically all of the presented papers 419

agree that carefully estimated arrival rates that can vary throughout the day and 420

servicing times for the different processes, are key for a sophisticated prediction of 421

waiting times and queue lengths. 422

However, the limitations of our study need to be stated. For our simulation model, 423

the following simplifications had to be made: 424

• No reneging: Voters don’t leave the queue if the wait is too long. This could limit 425

the application to other elections where queues are typically longer. 426

• No precise approximation of persons with limited mobility in each district: Our 427

estimation of the amount of people with limited mobility relies solely on the age 428

distribution in this district. 429

• No realistic distribution of postal voters: Our model assumes that the amount of 430

postal voters is the same across all age groups. This is, for example, not true for 431

people living in care homes, as they use postal voting almost exclusively. This 432

yielded unreliable results in districts with large care homes. Furthermore, the 433

amount of postal votes depends on the socioeconomic population structure and 434

varies within the districts. And finally, it is possible to order postal voting and 435

nevertheless enter a polling station in order to deposit the vote. This is done, for 436

example, when a voter wants to vote in a different polling district than their home 437

district. This wasn’t considered either by the model. 438

Additionally, we had limited data for both parametrization and validation. Queue-data 439

have not been measured and collected so far, and thus, the calibration process could 440

only be validated visually, instead of quantitatively. As this work focused on identifying 441

those stations where long queues could emerge, instead of on the actual queue lengths of 442

the single stations, the visual validation was sufficient. However, if a more precise study 443

with reliable queue length numbers is required, more data would be necessary to 444

parametrize and validate the model correctly. 445

In general we showed that modeling and simulation is a valid way to test new 446

conditions in an election. In this case, the precautions that were taken in order to avoid 447

a new spread of COVID, lead to an unavoidable prolongation in the voting process. The 448

simulation showed, however, that the process was not prolonged in a way such that long 449
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queues formed in front of the polling stations. The actual election participation results 450

further showed that the effort to motivate people to vote postally was successful, which 451

also contributed to both short queues and short waiting times. Nevertheless, the model 452

can easily be adapted to simulate any other changes in the voting scheme as well. 453

Altogether the established strategy resulted in an election which can be considered 454

as ”smooth”. It should however be taken into account that this is usually the case in 455

Austria. It rarely happens that queues in front of polling stations form at all, and if, 456

these are mostly short ones. Still, it is worth acknowledging that this condition was 457

threatened by the additional measures, but could be upheld. 458

Finally, the analysis of the reported case numbers in the city of Vienna indicated 459

that the election did not cause a temporary upswing of the epidemic. Surely, there are 460

many factors that might have prevented additional infections such as wearing face-mask, 461

large and well ventilated polling rooms, keeping the distance in the queues, low voter 462

turnout, campaigns for mail voting, or simply because voting is a quick process that 463

does not require talking. Nevertheless, it is legit to assume that the preventive measures 464

against queuing bottlenecks that were detected by the simulation model contributed to 465

avoid election related infection clusters – and this was, essentially, the uppermost goal 466

of the simulation study. 467
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